Week Commencing

11/05/2020
Subjects

English

Catch up online lesson is scheduled for 10 am on Thursday. It would be good if everyone joined this week. We will go through your lesson 2 Chocky comprehension work during
the call. We will then move on to do a GCSE-inspired English Language Reading paper task, using science fiction texts again. Work in assignments.

Maths

Numeracy Ninjas as normal with answers during morning chat. Skills Check to be completed by everyone and uploaded to Teams by end of Tuesday. We are also looking at
Fractions of Quantities from the book with intro session during morning group chat.

Science

Mr Instone will contact you directly.

Geography

Make sure you have submitted your VE task from Friday. Read the information about crime mapping that we will discuss on Friday during the tutorial. After tutorial complete the
crime mapping task.

History

Mrs Harrington will contact you directly.

French

Work will continue on the theme of 'My home'. There will be a lesson at 11.15 on Wednesday morning and pupils should join this in order to make sure they are keeping up with
listening and speaking skills. We will be using teh sentnece builder from There will be a written task and an online assignment using either Textivate or Language Gym. Work should
be returned by Monday 18th May 4.00pm. Lesson session 30-45 mins. Tasks 30 mins each. Work will be set using Assignments and the Class Notebook.

ICT

In Scratch, create a Pong game using the notes provided in the assignment. Meeting at 11am Fri 15th for any questions or problems. Deadline Wed 20th.

German

This week, year 7 will learn how to express preferences (like, don’t like, prefer, like most). They will also work on the e-learning site www.language-gym.com, to practice the
weather conditions. Our online tutorial is on Wednesday at 10am, work to be handed in by Monday, 4pm.

Drama

Set Monday (due Thursday): Please see 'Year 7 - Aladdin Lesson 4' for detailed instructions on your task today. Your task is to create a sketch set design for a particular location in
Aladdin (see file). You must make sure to label your sketch clearly and explain what it is. Use the 'Key words - Set Design' file to use the correct words to label your sketch. This task is
to prepare you for next week, where you will be creating a 3D model of your design. This task should take approximately 50 minutes to complete and should be uploaded to the
assignments area by Thursday 14th May. I will be providing feedback within the week. There will be one group chat at 1:30pm during your Monday slot to ask any questions about
the Drama and Music work. I will be available on chat during your lesson time (Monday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Music

Set Monday (due Thursday): Choose a new letter from 'Musical Alphabet Challenge' and complete the task associated with that letter. The tasks vary from listening, to research, to
practical and even composing, try to do something different each week (e.g. if you did performing last week, do some listening this week). You will be completing all of your work in
the Teams Assignments area (where you will find more details), but this task should take roughly 40 minutes to complete, there is extension work if you finish too quickly and what
to challenge yourself. Your work should be submitted by Thursday 14th May to the Assignments area (as either a photo, video or document) and I will be aim to provide feedback
by the time you have your next lesson. There will be one group chat at 1:30pm during your Monday slot to ask any questions about the Drama and Music work. I will be available
on chat during your lesson time (Monday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Art

To create an Artist research page based around the artist Rosalind Monks. Think of an exciting pattern that you can decorate the page with which would represent the artists style –
eg. Doodle designs.
You should research this artist yourselves and find out information about her and find images of her work. You should then write your opinion of her work – do you like/dislike it?
Why?
You should then complete a response drawing of one piece of her work. This is where you choose one of her artworks and draw your own version of this.
This is a bigger task than previous so you have two weeks to complete - this is the second week. It shouldn't take more than 2 hrs to complete but I suggest starting it in lesson time
and judge how long you need to finish. Work due on Tuesday 19th May.

